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GLOBAL IMAGEWORKS TRIBUTE TO 9/11
As we mark the 8th anniversary of September 11,
Global ImageWorks recognizes the many who lost
their lives and the families who were touched by this
tragedy. We also remember the filmmakers, many of
whom risked their lives to document this moment in
our collective history.
As we continue in our vow to 'never forget,' many of
the filmmakers from the Global ImageWorks 9/11
collection are having their work featured at the
"Tribute World Trade Center Visitor's Center. " Global
ImageWorks 9/11 footage has also been featured in
almost every 9/11 documentary or series including
"102 Minutes that Changed America," "Inside 9/11," "Fallen Man," "Hotel Ground Zero"
among others.
Click on the image to see our 9/11 reel.

FOCUS ON HISTORIC FOOTAGE
We have outstanding contemporary Hi-definition and Red
footage, but don't forget about our extensive historic
footage collections! This rare and beautiful footage is
backed on film for easy transfer to hi-definition and
covers a variety of subject areas including news,
destinations, world and popular cultures and more.
View highlights from our extensive Travel Film Archive
and Pop culture reels.

DANCIN' WITH SOUL TRAIN
This month we feature the Soul Train dancers, many of
whom went on to become well known performers Rosie Perez, Carmen Electra, Nick Cannon, MC
Hammer are among a long list of others. The dancers
and the infamous Soul Train dance lines promoted not
only the latest fashion crazes but also new dance steps.
Click the image to view our Soul Train Dancers Reel.
FEEDBACK
We want to hear from you! We are extremely pleased with the success of
our new website which contains over 10,000 screenable videos. But what
do you think? Send us your feedback and tell us how we're doing. How
does the website work for you? Is it easy to find the footage you are
looking for? Please let us know!

Click "feedback" to send your comments.
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